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Union Investment’s engagement process comprises voting at annual general meetings (UnionVote) and 
maintaining a constructive dialogue with companies (UnionVoice). Our Proxy Voting Policy constitutes 
the framework for our voting activities, whereas this policy serves as a guideline for our direct dialogue 
with companies as part of our engagement activities. This policy applies to interactions with both stock-
issuing and bond-issuing companies. 
 
The Engagement Policy supplements the Proxy Voting Policy.

1.   Philosophy 
 
Union Investment sees its role as an active and sustainability- 
oriented investor. We consider it our duty to represent the  
interests of our investors in our interactions with the companies  
in which we invest. Exerting our influence to avoid risks and pro-
mote sustainability is one of the ways in which we fulfil this duty. 
We firmly believe that sustainability can have a substantial impact 
on a company’s performance in the long term. Businesses with 
inadequate sustainability standards are significantly more sus -
ceptible to reputational risks, regulatory risks, event risks and  
litigation risks. 
ESG-related (environmental, social and governance) aspects  
can have a material effect on the operations of a business, its 
brand/enterprise value and its continued existence. The overriding 
objective of this Engagement Policy is to promote sustainability 
and, as a result, improve shareholder value for the long term. 
 
 
2.   Principles and values 
 
Our values and fundamental principles that form the framework 
for our engagement activities are based on the code of conduct of 
the Federal Association of German Fund Management Companies 
(BVI), on the German Corporate Governance Code, and on inter-
nationally accepted norms such as the Principles for Responsible 
Investment, the UN Global Compact and the goals of the United 
Nations. 
 
 
Examples 
 
• Environmental standards: Carbon Disclosure Project (CDP), ISO 
• Labour standards: International Labour Standards (ILO) 
• Human rights: UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human 

Rights 
• Governance structures: German Corporate Governance Code, 

OECD governance codes 

3. Topics 
 
The ESG topics for our engagement projects are derived from  
incidents of misconduct on the part of a company (i.e. a violation 
of one of the aforementioned principles), from analyses and their 
findings as well as from the dialogue with our sustainability team 
and our sector analysts. Information provided by our stakeholders 
and customers can also be taken into account in the selection of 
topics. 
When deciding which topics and investee companies to prioritise, 
we consider a range of factors such as the relevant holdings in our 
funds, negative lists, company contacts and the general extent of 
our influence. 
 
 
4.   Objectives and indicators 
 
The overriding objective of our engagement activities is to pro-
mote more sustainable practices and to improve shareholder  
value as a result. 
 
A key element in our analyses is to establish where a company 
stands in terms of compliance with ESG criteria and how its risk 
management is set up. We then focus on specific topic areas,  
analyse them and discuss them with the company. The goal is to 
challenge existing criteria and to improve them for the future. The 
criteria we use are summed up in the acronym ‘GOOD AT’, which 
stands for: 
 
G for governance 
The company should develop clear policies on sustainability- 
related topics such as human rights, environmental impact and 
the prevention of corruption. It must demonstrate a clear commit-
ment to implementing a sustainable business strategy. 
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O for organisation 
The company’s organisation should be structured in a way that  
facilitates an efficient and systematic implementation of sustain -
ability-oriented policies. A clear allocation of responsibilities and 
systems that incentivise compliance with ESG criteria at board 
level are of particular importance. 
 
O for openness 
The company should be willing to discuss ESG-related opportu -
nities and risks with relevant stakeholders. 
 
D for due diligence 
The company has an obligation to exercise due diligence by  
reviewing and monitoring the effectiveness of the implemented 
mechanisms, systems and processes both internally and along  
its supply chain. 
 
A for action 
The company should take appropriate measures and action to  
eliminate any identified ESG-related shortcomings. Our particular 
focus is on best practice and on how companies react to serious 
allegations. 
 
T for transparency  
The findings from due diligence processes, the outcomes of any 
measures that were implemented and relevant policies should  
be communicated openly. 

5.   Process 
 
Union Investment’s engagement process consists of three key  
stages: pre-engagement, the actual engagement, and post-en -
gagement. The entire process relies on our internal systems (SIRIS 
and PROVOX) for the analysis, implementation, monitoring and 
documentation of our engagement activities. 
 
 
5.1  Pre-engagement 
 
The pre-engagement stage and associated research lay the 
groundwork and detect any problem areas for Union Investment’s 
engagement activities. Together with our sectoral analysts, Union 
Investment’s sustainability team discusses all relevant problems 
and weaknesses of the companies in question. In addition, exter-
nal data providers such as MSCI ESG Research, Vigeo imug/EIRIS, 
RepRisk, and Trucost are brought in to assist. 
 
An important basis for Union Investment’s engagement process is 
its sustainability research, which is managed with the aid of SIRIS: 
SIRIS is a special IT platform that was developed for Union Invest-
ment in order to efficiently implement our proprietary approach  
to sustainability research and broaden our range of socially  
responsible investment (SRI) services, including engagement.  
 

Pre-engagement Engagement Post-engagement

Definition of goals

SRI-research Communication

UnionVoice

UnionVote

Constructive dialogue 
with companies

Assessment  
and next step

UnionEngagement

SIRIS

Union Investment’s engagement approach – a three-step process

PROVOX
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5.2 Engagement 
 
The centrepiece of Union Investment’s engagement approach is 
UnionEngagement, a combination of constructive dialogue with 
companies (UnionVoice) and the exercising of our voting rights  
at annual general meetings (UnionVote). 
 
Constructive dialogue with companies focuses on speaking at  
annual general meetings, talking to companies directly, and hol-
ding discussions on platforms provided by external institutions. 
 
Through the exercise of our voting rights, Union Investment port-
folio managers regularly influence the management and business 
policy of public limited companies at annual general meetings. 
They act in the interests of investors and exclusively for the benefit 
of the invested assets. Because it focuses on investors’ interests, 
Union Investment has also put in place various organisational 
structures to avoid potential conflicts of interest with an adverse 
effect on investors that might result from exercising its voting 
rights. All UnionVote activities are prepared, implemented, moni-
tored and documented in the PROVOX system.  
 
Our policy: Union Investment supports all action that will  
sustainably increase the value of the company in the long term 
and votes against any action that is contrary to this objective. 
 
A binding voting policy is required if we are to exercise the voting 
rights entrusted to us transparently and consistently. Union Invest-
ment has therefore laid down comprehensive voting guidelines 
that take their bearings from the recommendations of the German 
Corporate Governance Code and the guidelines of the BVI. 
 
 
Our engagement toolset includes: 
 
• direct contact with companies (in writing, over the phone,  

in personal meetings) 
• voting activities at annual general meetings 
• speeches at annual general meetings 
• collaborative engagement/cooperation-based initiatives 
• committee work 

5.3 Post-engagement 
 
The engagement process has a long time horizon, with results  
sometimes only becoming apparent after months or years. Our 
activities, and the results of these activities, are evaluated at  
regular intervals. The sustainability team also discusses possible 
consequences for the companies. It is not out of the question for 
engagement activities that have already been undertaken to be 
re-initiated in order to achieve a goal. If we are not satisfied with 
the responses and actions of certain companies in spite of our  
repeated engagement, those companies are excluded from the  
investment universe. This is because exiting from investments  
as a last resort is also a form of engagement. 
 
 
6.   Measurement of success and milestones 
 
The interim and final results of Union Investment’s engagement 
activities are documented and monitored in SIRIS and PROVOX. 
 
Qualitative: Success is analysed, described and documented. 
 
Quantitative: The success of engagement measures is assessed 
based on the following criteria: 
 
• Issue not acknowledged 
• Issue acknowledged 
• Appropriate measures taken 
• Implementation in operational processes 
• Inclusion in a strategic objective 
 
 
7.   Engagement reports 
 
Our customers receive quarterly reports on the engagement  
activities that we have conducted for the future. 
 
We also keep detailed records of our voting activities in relation  
to the investments of each individual customer. These activities  
are then summarised in a report. 
 

Disclaimer 
 
The purpose of this document is to provide information about our internal policies and guidelines. Although Union Investment Management Holding AG has compiled and produced 
this document with due care and attention, it accepts no liability for the information therein being up to date, accurate or complete. The content of this document does not constitute  
a recommendation and is not a substitute for the Bank’s personal investment advice or for personal tax advice from a suitably qualified professional. Union Investment accepts no  
liability for any adverse effects or losses arising either directly or indirectly from the distribution or use of this document or its content. 
Contact: Union Asset Management Holding AG, Weissfrauenstrasse 7, 60311 Frankfurt, Germany, Tel: +49 (0)69 589 986 060 All information, illustrations and explanations are  
presented as at 1 March 2019 unless stated otherwise. 
 


